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ABSTRACT

Organizational performance models are
usually based on accounting systems, and
therefore take into account mostly the
economic-financial viewpoint, or the tangible
asset part, of it using performance
management terminology.  In the IT field, the
Earned Value model has been promoted to be
present project performance during the project
life cycle.  However, these types of models
oversimplify performance representation with a
single performance index, while in reality
multiple viewpoints must be managed
simultaneously for proper performance
management.

This work shows how an open three-
dimensional measurement model of software
project performance functions.  Called LIME
(LIfecycle MEasurement), it extends the
structure of a previous model to a dynamic
context I applies to software production during
all SLC phases, which are classified following
a generic 6-step and scheme waterfall
standard.

A quantitative and qualitative analysis of the
project is effected considering the three
distinctive but connected areas of interest,
each of them represent has a dimension of
performance:

• economic dimension, from the managers’
viewpoint, with a particular attention to cost
and schedule drivers;

• social dimension, from the users'
viewpoint, with particular attention to the
quality-in-use drivers;

• technical dimension, from the developers'
viewpoint, with particular attention to
technical quality, which has a different
impact during each SLC phase.

KEYWORDS:  Performance Measurement,
Software Product Quality, Metrics, Function
Point Analysis, ISO/IEC 9126, GQM approach,
SLC, QEST model.

1 INTRODUCTION

Over the past few years, the Software
Engineering field has developed an increased
awareness of the need to measure of both
process and product, in other words to improve
the management of the software development
life cycle.  For example, there already exist a
significant number of one-dimensional models
of performance which integrate individual
measurements into a single performance
index.  The usual performance model of an
organization is derived from information within
its accounting system, thereby taking into
account the economic-financial viewpoint (the
tangible asset measurement issue in
Performance Management frameworks like the
Balanced Scorecard, Intangible Asset Monitor
and Skandia Navigator).  In the technical field,
one of the most valuable and proven
approaches is Earned Value (EV), a method
for monitoring project expenditures versus
expected progress at each project phase1.

                                                  
1 [40] is the reference document; see also the website

http://www.acq.osd.mil/pm/. Furthermore, see [29] for an
application of an Earned Value Tracking System in the
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However, these types of models are too
oversimplified to adequately reflect the reality
of the multidimensional nature of performance
and of the analytical requirements of
management when various “viewpoints” must
be taken into account simultaneously.

In addition to multidimensional analysis (here
dimension is referred to as “viewpoint” or
“perspective”2), many other issues have been
identified by researchers, such as a mix of
quantitative and qualitative aspects, as well as
integration of product and process analyses [1,
3, 31].

In multidimensional analysis, distinct but related
areas of interest can be taken into account
simultaneously, each representing a distinct
dimension of performance; for example:

• economic dimension - the perspective of the
managers3;

• social dimension - the perspective of the
users;

• technical dimension - the perspective of the
developers.

An open model called QEST (Quality factor +
Economic, Social & Technical dimensions) has
been developed to handle, simultaneously and
concurrently, the three-dimensional perspectives
of performance [7 to 12].  This model had been
developed initially to represent multiple views of
performance of completed projects.  It originally
represented a static view of projects, once
completed.

This paper presents an extension to this QEST
model, which allows the analysis of
measurement results throughout the various
phases of software development, and considers
both process activities and intermediate software
product deliverables.  Such ongoing analysis
during a project life cycle is useful for the
continuous monitoring of project progress and for
making adjustments to forecasts and schedules
of subsequent phases of projects.  This

                                                                            
software field and [13] for an overview of costs and benefits
of an Earned Value Management Process.

2 Opdhal [32] distinguishes between the two concepts,
asserting that the first “emphasizes the physical, logical,
mental etc. point from which something is perceived”, while
the second “emphasizes what is perceived from that point”.

3 The viewpoints listed reflect the perspectives of three
possible groups of stakeholders, the same ones who were
listed in the ISO/IEC JTC1/WG6 work.

extension to the QEST model thereby allows the
model to be used dynamically throughout a
project’s life with the flexibility to represent, for
example, distinct views of quality depending on
the phase of the life cycle.

This paper is subdivided into five parts:

• a review of topologies of the software life
cycle (SLC) models, from a process
viewpoint;

• management of quality during a software
life cycle

• a description of basic concepts from the
QEST model, which constitute the starting
reference point considered for extending it
to a dynamic SLC context;

• a description of the LIME (LIfecycle
MEasurement) model, the newly derived
SLC performance measurement model,
illustrating its peculiarities and the
applicability of the PMAI Cycle over time.

• observations and conclusions

2 SOFTWARE LIFE CYCLE MODELS

A Software Life Cycle (SLC) is defined as “the
period of time that starts when a software
product is conceived and ends when the
product is no longer available for use.  The
software life cycle typically includes a
requirements phase, design phase,
implementation phase, test phase, installation
and check-out phase, operation and
maintenance phase, and sometimes,
retirement phase” [17] or as “a typical
sequence of phased activities that represent
the various stages of engineering through
which software systems pass” [36].  It can be
considered as an instance derived from the
Product Life Cycle (PLC), an object of a study
in marketing sciences4 in business schools.

The descriptive and/or prescriptive
characterizations of software evolution
constitute what is labeled the Software Life

                                                  
4 PLC “provides insights into a product’s competitive

dynamics. […]. Product Life Cycle portrays distinct stages
in the sales history of a product. Corresponding to these
stages are distinct opportunities and problems with respect
to marketing strategy and profit potential. By identifying the
stage that a product is in, or may be headed toward,
companies can formulate better marketing plans.” [28, pp.
354-380].
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Cycle Model5, which can be used in several
ways [36, p.4]:

• to organize, plan, staff, budget, schedule
and manage software project work over
organizational time, space and computing
environments;

• as prescriptive outlines of documents to be
produced for clients;

• as a basis for determining what software
engineering tools and methodologies will be
most appropriate to support different life
cycle activities;

• as a framework for analyzing or estimating
patterns of resource allocation and
consumption during the SLC;

• as comparative descriptive or prescriptive
accounts on how software systems come to
be the way they are;

• as a basis for conducting empirical studies
to determine what the impact will have on
software productivity, cost and overall
product quality.

SLC models can be classified according to
different criteria, such as, for example, number
of phases or their topology.  Concerning the
former, it is possible to find in the literature
SLC models with four to eight phases,
depending on the level of detail and the
definitions given to the term phase by different
authors.

Concerning the latter, it is possible to identify
at least five SLC topologies which can
themselves be classified as either traditional or
alternative SLC models:

TRADITIONAL TOPOLOGIES OF SLC MODELS

• Waterfall [6, 36]:  This model is
characterized by a set of phases executed
in sequential order, where each phase must
be completed before the project progresses
to the next phase.  At the end of each
phase, the deliverables are frozen and
serve as the baseline for subsequent
phases.  The software product does not

                                                  
5 The standardization effort has produced some de facto and

de jure norms on SLC. For the first category it is possible to
cite the ESA PSS-05-0 [15], one of the sources for the
BOOTSTRAP Improvement model. For the second
category, it is possible to mention the ISO effort with the IS
12207 [23] and the omologous series from IEEE [ 18, 19,
20].

usually become visible to its users until the
end of the project, that is, after completion
of the last phase.  This topology is most
adequate when the software product is
simple, the requirements stable, the
technology used for development is well
mastered, and project resources tested.  It
is necessary for the requirements to be
frozen so that only limited change is
allowed, which minimizes the risk of cost
increases;

• V-shape model [16]:  Similar to the
waterfall model, the V-shape model
emphasizes the importance of considering
the testing activities up front rather than
later in the life cycle.  Each test phase is
considered as mapping a corresponding
development phase.  The V-shape model is
used in the same context as the waterfall
model.  This topology, in which the test
phases enter in the life cycle earlier has a
number of advantages, such as:

ü Earlier receipt user feedback
ü Earlier review and evaluation of

requirements
ü Help in developing additional

requirements
ü Upfront monitoring of quality

• Incremental [39]:  The incremental model
allows a project to develop software in
incremental stages, adding additional
functionality at each stage, each stage
including design, code and unit test,
integration test and delivery phases.  This
model allows customers to access
functional software much earlier than the
two previous models, but of course with
less functionality in the early stages.

ALTERNATIVE TOPOLOGIES OF SLC MODELS

• Prototyping [2]:  Prototyping is a technique
used to develop an implementation of the
software quickly during the software
requirements phase; this allows the
customer to use the prototype and to
provide feedback to the software
developers on the strengths and
weaknesses of the prototype.  This
feedback is the used to improve the
prototype.  This topology is most adequate
when there is limited understanding of user
requirements and when requirement
volatility is high.
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• Spiral [4]:  This topology represents a risk-
driven approach to software process
analysis and structuring, incorporating
elements from both the waterfall and
prototype models.  Each spiral addresses
major risks that have been identified; the
last spiral ends as an ordinary waterfall
software life cycle.  A spiral model makes it
possible to start small, to identify related
risks, to adjust the plan to deal with the risk,
and then to commit to a specific approach
for the next iteration.  A spiral model is
used for complex projects or when the
project issues are poorly identified and
understood.  The mitigation of risk can
become a requirement for the next iteration.

• Boehm et al. have refined the Spiral model
to arrive at the Win-Win Spiral Model [5],
characterized by the presence of different
categories of stakeholders and win
conditions (for the system or subsystems) to
be negotiated at each iteration.  The
possible alternatives must be evaluated
with respect to objectives and constraints.

For the purposes of this paper, the simpler but
also better known, waterfall model is used; the
spiral model similarly uses an SLC with six
generic phases:

• Requirements
• Specification
• Design
• Coding
• Testing

• Maintenance

This generic 6-phase SLC model is used in this
paper for illustrative purposes only and
organizations can easily adapt the LIME model
according to their own models needs.  This
flexibility of the proposed performance
measurement model is referred to here as an
open multi-dimensional model of SLC
performance.

3 MANAGEMENT OF QUALITY DURING THE
SLC

The propose of Project Management is to
ensure that project objectives are met, such as
delivering the software functionality on time,
on budget and within the specified levels of
quality, while optimizing the available
resources.

However, in software projects, management
must rely on experience due to a lack of
measurement techniques and models
sophisticated enough to meet simultaneous
multidimensional constraints.

An example of quality management during an
SLC based on quantitative measurements and
quality models is shown in the following figure:
typical defect distributions during different
phases of the SLC illustrate how later project
phases are burdened with a certain amount of
inherited (or injected) defects .  For process
improvement, a relationship must be identified
during software development between SLC
phases in which defects are found and the
quality of the process/product.
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Figure 1 - Defect Distribution in the SLC with Rayleigh curves

Table 1 from [27, pp. 159-166] shows a Defect
Removal Effectiveness (DRE) statistic.  The
Rayleigh model used in Figure 1 is based on
two fundamental assumptions [27, pp. 182-
186]:

• the defect rate observed during the
development process is positively correlated
with the defect rate in the field6;

• if more defects are discovered and removed
earlier, fewer remain in later steps.

LIFE CYCLE PHASE

INHERITED
DEFECTS
/KSLOC

(A)

INJECTED
DEFECTS
/KSLOC

(B)

SUBTOTAL

(C=A+B)

DEFECT REMOVAL
EFFECTIVENESS

(DRE)
(D)

DEFECTS
REMOVED PER

KSLOC
(E=C*D)

RESIDUAL
DEFECTS PER

KSLOC
(F=C-E)

Analysis N/a 1.2 1.2 N/a N/a 1.2
Preliminary Design (I0) 1.2 8.6 9.8 74% 7.3 2.5

Detailed Design (I1) 2.5 9.4 11.9 61% 7.3 4.6
Code (I2) 4.6 15.4 20.0 55% 11.0 9.0

Unit Test (UT) 9.0 N/a 9.0 36% 3.2 5.8
Component Test (CT) 5.8 N/a 5.8 67% 3.9 1.9

System Test (ST) 1.9 N/a 1.9 58% 1.1 0.8
Field Operation 0.8 N/a N/a N/a N/a N/a

Table 1 - Example of Phase-based Defect Removal Model [27, pp. 166]

                                                  
6 Kan demonstrates the significant correlation (using

Spearman’s ranking order coefficient) observed for I2, CT,
ST and all phases combined (I0, I1, I2, CT and ST) with the
field defect rate, while for I0 and I1 the correlations are not
significant, since the two are the earliest development
phases and the Rayleigh curve peaks just after I1.

Since the costs of finding and fixing the defects
in later phases are much higher that in earlier
phases, both assumptions suggest that injected
defects must be removed as early as possible,
preferably before the testing phases, in order to
improve quality and reduce these costs.

However, it must be observed that the
quantitative ratios used in this example are
based on a measure which does not become
available until fairly late in a project SLC, that is,
a number of lines of code for which only an
approximation with an unknown accuracy level is
unavailable until fairly late in the SLC.  Similarly,
this typical quality model takes into account only
a single perspective of quality, that is, the
number of defects in the software.  However,
software quality has many additional dimensions,
such as usability, quality of documentation,
associated operational costs, etc.

Restricting quality measurement, analysis and
management to only a single view of quality

throughout an SLC, as illustrated with a typical
example of a reliability analysis, seems to be
reductive:  it does not allow the various outputs
from the successive SLC phases that contribute
to the final product release to be gathered and
analyzed for managing quality on an ongoing
basis for continuous monitoring of the multiple
views of quality.

An integrated multidimensional view of software
Quality is presented in [7 to 12], where as quality
can be viewed as the concurrent integration of
the three different viewpoints:

• Economical:  viewpoint of management, who
are “interested in overall quality rather than in
a specific quality characteristic [...] and the
need to balance quality improvement with
management criteria” [34]

• Social:  viewpoint of the user, for whom
software quality is achieved by all the
properties required to satisfy correctly and
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efficiently, the present and future real needs
of whoever buys it and uses it;

• Technical:  viewpoint of the developer, for
whom software quality is achieved by
“conformity to functional and performance
requirements explicitly stated, to development
standards explicitly documented and to
implied characteristics supposed for every
software product developed in a professional
way” [25].

Therefore, an extension is needed with respect
not only to quality as the object of measurement,
analysis and management, but performance,
defined as “the degree to which a system or a
component accomplishes its designated
functions within given constraints” [17], moving
up from reliability analysis to performance
analysis.

So, in a competitive market period such as the
current one, where the capability of a company
to react on time to customers’ requests and to
minimize the cost of goods and services offered
is a fundamental and absolute necessity, where
measuring performance levels becomes a key
component in improving the planning and
monitoring the delivery of goods and services, as
well as for the design of improvement programs.

A model is proposed in the next section to
measure software project performance, which
is referred to as the QEST (Quality factor +
Economic, Social and Technical dimensions)
model.

4 THE QEST MODEL

In the QEST model, the measurement of
performance (p) is given by the integration of
an instrument-based measurement process
(expressed in the model by the component RP
- Rough Productivity) with a perception-based
measurement process based on the subjective
perception of quality (expressed in the model
by the component QF - Quality Factor).  The
QEST model7 provides a multidimensional
structured shell, which can then be filled

                                                  
7 Several publications cover the different aspects of the

QEST Model:
• Theoretical aspects [10, 11, 12]
• Geometrical and statistical foundations [9]
• Implementation of the model [8]
• Quality Factor [7]

according to management objectives for any
specific project:  it is therefore referred to as
an open model.  This topology of performance
models makes it possible to handle the
multiple and distinct viewpoints already
discussed, all of which can exist concurrently
in any software project.  This section presents
the design of this open model for the
measurement of software project performance.

The basic purpose of the structured shell of the
open model is, as stated above, to express
performance as the combination of the specific
measures (or sets of measures) selected for
each of the three dimensions, these values
being derived from both an instrument-based
measurement of productivity and a perception-
based measurement of quality.

A three-dimensional geometrical
representation of a regular tetrahedron was
selected as the basis for the model, and is
illustrated in Figure 2.  Furthermore:

• the three dimensions (E, S, T) in the space
correspond to the corners of the pyramid’s
base, and the convergence of the edges to
the P vertex, which describes the top
performance level;

• when the three sides are of equal length,
the solid shape that represents this three-
dimensional concept is therefore a pyramid
with its triangular base and sides of equal
length (tetrahedron).

This pyramid-type representation imposes the
following constraint:  the sides must be equal,
and this is achieved through giving equal
weights to each of the three different
dimensions chosen – and with sides of length
exactly equal to 1 (regular tetrahedron); in this
way, the dimensions are represented through a
normalized value between 0 and 1 for each of
them on a ratio scale, for ease of
understanding.
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Figure 2 - QEST model and its hyperplane
sections

With this 3D representation it is possible to
determine and represent performance
considering distinct geometrical concepts
(distance, area and volume); in this 3D
representation, the ratio between the volume
of the lower part of the truncated tetrahedron
and the total volume of the tetrahedron
represents the normalized performance level
of a project being assessed8.

Key features of the QEST model:

• Integrated quantitative and qualitative
evaluation from three concurrent
organizational viewpoints:  management
(economic viewpoint), users (social
viewpoint) and technical personnel
(technical viewpoint).  Performance is not a
single one-dimensional concept.  It is not
enough to meet a single specific target in
an unconstrained environment.  It is a
multidimensional concept that must
integrate multiple viewpoints, most of which
are present simultaneously in the software
development process.  The other
fundamental point is the integration of
qualitative and quantitative evaluations,
intended as a 2-sided face of the same
problem.  Only if these dimensions are
managed concurrently in an integrated
model for performance measurement can
they be adequately assessed;

                                                  
8 Refer to [9] for the geometrical and statistical foundations

and demonstrations.

• Use of de facto and de jure standards,
such as the ISO/IEC 9126 standard on
Software Quality Characteristics and Sub-
characteristics and Function Point related
measures [21] for the functional size of
software.  The use of standards is strongly
recommended because they give the
international software engineering
community the opportunity to share and use
the same definitions of objects and
concepts in their work, reducing the
potential for misinterpretation when
communicating.  For this reason, two
important de jure (ISO/IEC 9126) and de
facto9 standards are recommended when
implementing the model;

• A 3D geometrical construction to gather
a single SLC phase value for each
project – The geometrical approach
permits representation of the measurement
of performance in a simple and visual way
for immediate impact and optimal
understanding.  The original selection of the
regular tetrahedron was also suggested by
the idea that the vertex of the 3D shape
represents, from a conceptual viewpoint,
the convergence of different viewpoint
evaluations into a final, single one.  Another
important factor to take into account is the
use of normalized values in order to give
Management greater value readability for
taking decisions;

5 THE LIME MODEL

We are proposing to use QEST model
concepts, and extend them to a dynamic
context, such that the model will be applicable
to each step of any topology of SLC selected.
For illustrative purposes here only, this new
model, called LIME (LIfecycle MEasurement),
considers a generic 6-phase waterfall SLC
structure.

The intrinsic SLC dynamicity and sequentiality
necessarily implies the adoption of a notation
to describe the process and its flows.  From the
various possible notations found in the

                                                  
9 While ISO 14143 [24] and the IEEE standardization work

on the Functional System Method (FSM) are going on, the
COSMIC initiative (http://www.cosmicom.com) is
developing and promoting the next generation of functional
size measurement methods.
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technical literature10, the ETVX (Entry-Task-
Validation-eXit) notation [35] in this paper11.

Figure 3 expresses the relationship between
activities and results, referred to was selected
for used OO the nth phase of a project.  along a
certain time-flow t.

In this notation system, the output of the (n-1)th

phase represents the input for the nth one;
processing produces the nth output, which will
be the input for the (n+1)th phase, and so on.

It must be noted that the measurement results
(I1, ..., I6, O1, ..., O6) can be added since they

have been normalized within the QEST model
to facilitate an understanding of them and a
representation of them in a 3D space:

                                                  
10 See

http://source.asset.com/stars/loral/process/guide/notation.ht
m for a review of the main ones.

11 See [30] for an ETVX application.
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Figure 3 - Input and output overlapping per phase

The key features added in the LIME model are:

1. Flexibility of distinct relative
contributions from the three dimensions
(E, S, T) in each phase:  Each project
phase is characterized by a more or less
marked presence of every group of interest;
therefore selected ratios values must be
weighted according to this criterion.  For
instance, during the Coding phase, user
presence is not so relevant; similarly for
managers in the Testing or Requirement
phases; by contrast, technical staff
presence is predominant during the Coding
and Testing phases.  So, in each phase the
relative contribution of the three groups
must be determined quantitatively in a
proper way;

2. Flexibility of distinct relative
contributions between quantitative and
qualitative evaluations in each phase:
Similarly, the characteristics of the relative
distribution of quantitative and qualitative
evaluations constitute one of the basic the
QEST model.  The extension of the QEST
model to the whole SLC requires variable
tuples of relative distribution values for
each step;

3. Different sources for QF calculation:  A
key difference in the structure of the LIME
model is the treatment of the Quality Factor
(QF).  As defined in [7], it arises from a
sample analysis the measurement object of

which is given by the released software
product.  The referenced procedure can be
put in to action just in the SLC technical
phases (Testing and Maintenance).  In the
other phases, it will be sufficient to consider
a list of ratios that measure qualitative
aspects of the project (i.e. in the
Requirement phase, the number of verbs or
shalls) always in the balance chosen by the
organization between quantity and quality
evaluations;

4. Flexibility in selecting suitable measures
and ratios for each SLC phase:  The
treatment of each single SLC phase, unlike
the original QEST model, makes it possible
to select for each company dimension
suitable measures and ratios for each step.
A partial listing of measurable inputs and
outputs is provided in [26, pp. 148-153]; the
open structure of the QEST and LIME
models gives the flexibility to use the
preferred and most suitable measures as
recommended for each different project by
the organizational measurement group in
co-operation with the various teams for
each dimension.

The framework for the LIME model is the
following:

Figure 4 - The LIME model

The iterative definition, collection and analysis
of multidimensional measures at each life

cycle phase offers, therefore, the feedback
required to make adjustments to the project
processes in a timely fashion, both for the next
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phase and for designing future improvements
to the process of the preceding phase.

This is illustrated in Figure 5 with the 12
process improvement steps (Plan – Measure –

Analyze – Improve) for each of the 6 phases of
the waterfall model considered, based, in
every phase, on a complete QEST
assessment:

Figure 5 - LIME model and PMAI Cycle

6 CONCLUSIONS & PROSPECTS

Improving software project management is a
must for project managers.  The starting point
of the analysis is necessarily the Software Life
Cycle approach chosen, so that its strengths
and weaknesses can be identified and a better
solution designed.

After the main traditional and alternative SLC
models had been reviewed, a quality
management approach for the whole SLC was
presented, extending the Earned Value model
and the generic technical vision of quality
(defectiveness) to multiple simultaneous
distinct perspectives, moving from one-
dimensional analysis (earned value or reliability
analysis) to multidimensional performance
analysis.

A dynamic multidimensional model, called
LIME (LIfecycle MEasurement) is proposed,
based on basic concepts of a previous static
model (QEST - Quality factor + Economical,
Social & Technical dimensions).

This model exist addresses the need to obtain
a richer multidimensional, combined-view
software performance measurement tool, and
includes the various aspects - technical,
economic and social - that concurrently in
every organization.  These simultaneous views
are usually analyzed in isolation in one-
dimensional models.  The framework of the

LIME model is presented and the key concept
is illustrated through a generic 6-phase
waterfall SLC model, where each output of the
(n-1)th phase represents the input for the nth

one, and, so on thereby improving the overall
quality of deliverables for subsequent
processes.

This approach will make measurement results
more comprehensive and useful by providing a
multidimensional representation of
performance, with the possibility of analyzing
each single dimension and any SLC phase of a
project.
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